Abstract-An efficient approach to generating symbolic product terms for behavioral modeling of large linear analog circuits is presented. The approach is based on a compact determinant decision diagram (DDD) representation of transfer functions and characteristics of analog circuits. The new algorithm is based on the concept that a dominant term in a DDD graph can be found by searching the shortest path in the graph. But instead of traversing a whole DDD graph each time, we show that a shortest path can be found by just updating a small number of the newly added vertices after the first shortest path is found. Experimental results indicate that the new symbolic term generation algorithm outperforms both pure shortest path based algorithm and dynamic programming based algorithm, which is the fastest symbolic term generation algorithm published so far.
I. INTRODUCTION
Behavioral modeling aims at generating compact and simulation ready models for analog circuit blocks that capture the circuit characteristics of interests. Behavioral models can be used to speed up full system design analysis and verification. Behavioral modeling is a critical technique for emerging system-on-a-chip (SoC) designs as efficient implementations of analog building blocks in SoC systems becomes increasingly important. One way to derive behavioral models of analog modules is by means of symbolic analysis. As illustrated in [3] , simple yet accurate symbolic expressions can also be interpretable by analog designers to gain the insight into circuit behavior, performance and stability, and are important for many applications in circuit design such as transistor sizing and optimization, topology selection, sensitivity analysis, fault simulation, testability analysis and yield enhancement [4] .
Research on symbolic analysis can date back to 1960s [6] . Recently, various schemes to drive approximate symbolic expressions have been developed. Approximation can be carried out after generation of all the symbolic product terms [3, 11, 161 ; or during generation [2, 15, 171 and even before generation [5, 171. Recently Tan and Shi proposed an efficient DDD graph based method of deriving simple yet accurate symbolic expressions for behavioral modeling of linear(ized) analog circuits [ 121. Their DDD-based approximation method has C.-J. Richard Shi Department of Electrical Engineering University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195, USA shi@ee.washington.edu both the reliability in the approximation-after-generation methods [3, 11, 161 , and the capability in approximation-before [5, 17]/during-generation [2, 15, 171 methods for analyzing large analog circuits.
In this paper, we consider how to obtain the dominant product terms from exact or simplified DDD graphs representing circuit characteristics. An efficient algorithm was proposed in [I21 where finding a dominant term is transformed into searching the shortest path in a DDD graph. Once the shortest path is found, it can be subtracted from the DDD graph by simple DDD graph operations. The next dominant term can be found on the resulting DDD graph in the same way. Recently, Verhaegen and Gielen presented another DDD-based dominant-term generation algorithm, which is based on dynamic programming concept [14] . It is shown in [13] that the dynamic programming based algorithm is faster than the shortest path based algorithm in general but at cost of more memory use.
In this paper, we present a more efficient shortest path based algorithm for dominant term generation. The success of the new algorithm is based on the observation that if the source vertex in a DDD graph are properly defined, a shortest path can be found by just updating a small number of the newly added vertices after the first shortest path is found. Experimental results show that our incremental shortest path based algorithm outperforms both the pure shortest path based algorithm and the dynamic programming based algorithm for different types of analog circuits. This paper is organized as follows. Section I1 reviews the concepts of DDDs and s-expanded DDDs. Section I11 presents new incremental shortest path based algorithm. We also briefly review our implementation of the dynamic programming based algorithm based on DDD graphs. Experimental results are described in Section IV. Section V concludes the paper.
DDDs AND S-EXPANDED COEFFICIENT DDDs
In this section, we provide a brief overview of the notion of determinant decision diagrams [8] . We review how a sexpanded DDD can be used to represent the symbolic coefficients of a s poIynomia1. [8] are compact and canonical graph-based representation of determinants. The concept is best illustrated using a simple RC filter circuit shown in Fig. 1 . Its system equations can be written as [ ' -$
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We view each entry in the circuit matrix as one distinct symbol, and rewrite its system determinant in the left-hand side of Fig. 2 . Then its DDD representation is shown in the right-hand side. Please refer to [8] for the formal definition of a DDD graph. The original 3 product terms will be expanded to 23 product terms in different powers of s. We can represent these product terms nicely using a slight extension of the original DDD, a s shown in Fig. 3 . This DDD has exactly the same properties as the original DDD except that there are four roots representing coefficients of so, s l , s2, s 3 . Each DDD root represents a symbolic expression of a coefficient in the corresponding s polynomial. Each such DDD is called a coeficient DDD, and the resulting DDD is a multiple-root DDD. The original DDD in which s is contained in some vertices is called complex DDD.
The s-expanded DDD can be constructed from the complex DDD in linear time in the size of the original complex DDD [9, 101. 
DOMINANT TERM GENERATION METHODS
Many circuit characteristics are dominated by a small number of product terms called significant or dominant terms. Those dominant terms can be used to well approximate the circuit behavior with very small accuracy loss. In the sequd, we first review the implementation of the dynamic programming based term generation algorithm based on DDD graphs and then discuss the graphic properties the algorithm depends on and its time complexity. Then we will details our new incremental shortest path (SP) based term generation algorithm and compare it with the dynamic programming (DP) based algorithm.
A I-path in a DDD corresponds a product term in the original DDD, which is defined as a path from the root vertex (A in our example) to the 1-terminal including all symbolic symbols and signs of the vertices that originate all the I-edges along the 1-path. In our example, there exist three 1-paths representing three productterms: ADG' -AFE and -CBG. The root tex represents the sum of these product terms. Size of a DDD 's the number Of DDD vertices' denoted by IDDD1.
Note that the size of a DDD depends on the size of circuits in a very complicated way. lDDDl is a linear function of the circuit size for ladder circuits and it may grow superlinearly in general with sizes of circuits [ 81.
To exploit the DDD to derive circuit characteristics, we need to directly represent circuit parameters not matrix entries. To this end, s-expanded DDDs are introduced [lo] . Consider again the circuit in Fig. 1 and its system determinant. Let us introduce a unique symbol for each circuit parameter in its admittance form. Specifically, we introduce a = &,
A. Dynamic Programming [DP) Based Generation of Dominant Terms
Verhaegen and Gielen [14] recently proposed a fast term generation algorithm based on dynamic programming concept. Their implementation, however, is based on the DDD structure that is slightly different from the one developed originally by Tan and Shi [8, 101 . Inspired by their work, we implemented a DP based algorithm based on the original DDD structure.
In a DDD graph, a 1-edge pointed vertex (vertex which have incoming 1-edge) represents a minor in a determinant with the root vertex representing the whole determinant. So recursively, we can cache all the generated dominant terms from the minor at the vertex to avoid regenerating them again. To avoid generating a term more than twice, each vertex also has a counter to keep track of the terms generated through the vertex. Fig. 4 . To find the k dominant terms at a 1-edge pointed vertex D, we first check if such 5 terms already exist in the termlist in GETKDOMINANTTERMS(D,~). If they do not exist, they will be generated by invoking COMPUTEKDOMI-
the largest term is computed and stored in the term-list of D by visiting all the 0-edge linked DDD vertices. Each time a largest term is computed, the corresponding vertex V.counter will be increased by 1. UPDATETERM() adds a vertex (its symbol) into a term represented by a DDD tree. COMPUTETER-MVALUE() computes the numerical value of a given term.
We have to point out that the D P based algorithm does not work for all the DDD graphs. It was shown in [ 131 that some graphic properties of DDDs have to be held. The most important one is that the incoming edges of a non-terminal vertex in a DDD graph are either all 0-edges or all 1-edges. In other words, a 0-edge pointed vertex can only belong to one minor and can not be shared by different minors (no incoming 1-edge). With this property, it is sufficient to keep all the generated dominant terms in the 1 -edge pointed vertices as required by the DP based algorithm.
We notice that cancellation-free s-expanded DDDs (whose canceling terms are removed) do not satisfy required property [ 131. Verhaegen and Gielen [I41 resolved this problem by duplicating vertices. Their approach, however, will destroy the DDD canonicity, a property crucial to the efficiency of many DDD-based graph manipulations as DDD (also BDD) operations are based many caching techniques which require the canonical property of DDDs to make caching operations effective ["I. In this paper, we apply the DP approach on the s-expanded DDDs before de-cancellation.
The algorithm takes linear time in terms of the size of a DDD, if UPDATETERM() and COMPUTETERMVALUE() are implemented to use constant time each time when a vertex is added to a term. This can be accomplished by using memory caching. We also note that after the first dominant term, the algorithm takes O(n) to get the next dominant term if the numbers of 0-edge linked vertices is bounded by a constant m and m << n, where n is depth of the DDD graph or the size of the circuit matrix. This typically is the case for a sparse matrix. For a dense matrix, the numbers of 0-edge linked vertices become proportional to O(n), so the time complexity of finding next a dominant term will become O(n2). In other words, the time complexity of the DP based algorithm depends on the topologies of circuits.
B. Incremental Shortest Path (SP) based Generation of Dominant Terms
Tan and Shi proposed an elegant algorithm for finding k dominant terms in [ 121. The algorithm does not require DDDs to satisfy aforementioned graphic property, and thus can be applicable to any DDD graph. The algorithm is based on the observation that the k dominant product terms can be transformed to the k shortest paths in a DDD. In this manner, we can find the k shortest paths in time where n is the depth of the DDD graph. In this paper, we introduce a more efficient term generation algorithm based on the work in [ 121. The new algorithm is also based on searching the shortest paths in the DDD graphs to find the dominant terms. But unlike the previous method, the new algorithm does not need to visit every vertex in a DDD graph to find the dominant term as required by the shortest path search algorithm [ I ] after the first dominant term. The new algorithm is based on the observation that not all the vertices are needed to be relaxed (a operation that checks if a path from a vertex's parent is the shortest path seen so far and remember the parent if it is) after the DDD tree is altered due to the subtraction of a dominant term. We show that only the newly added DDD vertices are needed to be relaxed and the number of newly added DDD vertices is bounded by the depth of the DDD graph. In the sequel, we first introduce the concept of reverse DDD graphs.
As shown in Fig. 2 , a DDD graph is a direct graph with two terminal vertices and one root vertex. Remember that the 1-path in a DDD graph is defined from the root vertex to the 1-terminal. In this paper, we define a new type DDD graph, called reverse DDD graphs where all the edges have their directions reversed and the root of the new graph are 1-terminal and 0-terminal vertices and the root vertex of the original DDD graph becomes the only terminal vertex in the reverse DDD graph. The reverse DDD graph for the DDD graph in Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 5 . But in the sequel, the root vertex and terminal vertices are still referred to those in the original DDD graphs.
/R+ -ledge With the concept of the reverse DDD graph, we further define l-path and path weight in a reverse DDD graph.
Definition 1 A I-path in a reverse DDD is dejined as a path from the 1 -terminal to root vertex (A in our example) including all symbolic symbols and signs of the vertices that the I-edges point to along the I-path.
Definition 2 The cost of a path in a DDD is dejined to be the total cost of the edges along the path where each 0-edge costs 0 and each 1-edge costs -log)ai), and \ai) denotes the numerical value of the DDD vertex ai that the corresponding I-edge points to.
We can show the following result:
Lemma 1 The most sign$cant product (dominant) term in a symbolic determinant D corresponds to the minimum cost (shortest) path in the corresponding reverse DDD between the 1 -terminal and the root vertex.
The shortest path in a s-expanded DDD, which is a DAG direct acyclic graph), can be found by depth-first search in time O(V + E ) , where V is the number of DDD vertices IDDDl and E is number of edges [l] . For DDDs, E = 210001, thus the SP based algorithm takes time O( IDDDI).
Following the same strategy in [12], after we find the shortest path from a DDD, we can subtract it from the DDD using subtract DDD operation [8] A new DDD vertex is generated if and only if the subgraph rooted at the new vertex is a new and unique subgraph for the existing DDD graph. In other words, there do not exist two identical subgraphs in a DDD graph due to the canonical nature of DDD graphs. On the other hand, if a existing DDD vertex becomes part of the new DDD graph, its corresponding subgraph will remain the same. As a result, the shortest path from 1-terminal to all vertices in the subgraph will remain the same. Hence, it is sufficient to relax the newly added vertices to find the shortest paths from 1-terminal to those vertices. The root vertex of the new DDD graph is one of those newly added vertices. U.
It turns out that relaxation for the new vertices can be done very efficiently when those new vertices get created. The relaxation can take a almost free ride during the subtraction operation. Suppose all the vertices in reverse D have been relaxed.
Then the pseudo code of the new algorithm for searching the next dominant term is given in Fig. 6 . 
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In GETNEXTSHORTESTPATH(D), EXTRACTPATH( D) obtains the found shortest path from D and returns the path in a single DDD graph form. This is done by simply traversing from the root vertex to 1-terminal as each vertex will remember its immediate parent who is on the shortest path to the vertex in a fully relaxed graph. Once the shortest path is found, we subtract it from the existing DDD graph and relax the newly created DDD graphs (line 15-17) at same time to find the shortest paths to those vertices. In function SUBTRACTANDRELAX(D, P ) , GETVERTEX(top, D.childl, D.child0) is to generate (or copy) a vertex for a symbol top and two subgraphs D.chiZd1
(pointed by I-edge) and D.child0 (pointed by 0-edge). RELAX(P, Q) performs the relaxation operation for vertices P and Q where P is the immediate parent of Q in the reverse DDD graph. In the reverse DDD graph, each vertex has only two incoming edges (from its two children in the normal DDD graph), so the reiaxation with its two parents in line 16 and 17 is sufficient for vertex V. Moreover, the relaxation for V happens after all its parents have been relaxed due to the DFS-type traversal in SUBTRACTANDRELAX(). This is consistent with the ordering requirement of the shortest path search algorithm. So by repeatedly calling function GETNEXTSHORTESTPATH(D), we can find all the dominant terms in a decreasing order.
Let n be the number of vertices in a path from 1-terminal to the root vertex, given the fact that D is a DDD graph and P is a path in DDD form, then we have the following Lemma Proofi As we know that DDD graph D contains the path P. As P is a single path DDD graph, P.child0 is always 0-terminal. So line 10 and 13 will immediately return D and D.child0 respectively (actually, line 10 will never be reached if D contains the path P ) . As a result, we will descend one level down in graph D each time depending on which line we choose to go for line 8 Following the same strategy in [15] , our approach also han-
Lemma 3 The number of new DDD vertices created in function SUBTRACTANDRELAX(D, P ) is bounded by n and the time complexity of the function is O(n).
793 dles numerical cancellation. Since numerical canceling terms are extracted one after another, they can be eliminated by examining two consecutive terms.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed approach has been implemented and tested on a number of practical analog circuits. For each circuit, DC analysis is first carried out using SPICE and our program reads in small-signal element values from the SPICE output. The algorithms described in [8, 101 are used to construct complex DDDs and s-expanded DDDs. Table I summarizes the comparison results in terms of CPU time for the three algorithms. A total of 10000 dominant terms are generated for a number of test circuits ranging from more regularly structured ladder circuits to less regularly structured such as Cascode and pA741 amplifiers. In Table 1 , column 1, 2 and 3 list for each circuit, respectively, its name Circuit, the number of nodes #nodes, and the number of nonzero elements #nonzero in its circuit MNA matrix. Columns 4 to 6 show, respectively, the CPU time, in terms of seconds, for generating 10000 dominant terms by the DP based algorithm, Dyna Programming, by the pure SP based algorithm, Shortest Path, and by incremental SP based algorithm, Incr Shortest Path.
From Table I , we see that the incremental SP based algorithm consistently outperforms the DP based algorithm for all the circuits in CPU time. The difference becomes even more significant for circuits with regular structures like ladder circuits. For less regularly structured circuits like pA741, the incremental SP based method also shows impressive improvements over the DP based algorithm.
As we know that for both DP based algorithm and incremental SP based algorithm, the actual time to generate a new path is close to O ( n ) , where n is the size of the circuit. But for pure SP based algorithm, we have to visit all the vertices every time to generate a new path. Such difference is clearly demonstrated in circuits Cascode and pA741 where the sizes of DDDs are significantly larger than the sizes of the circuits. So the CPU time for pure SP based algorithm is quite lager than two other algorithms. Fig. 7 shows the CPU time for different ladder circuits. The CPU time increases almost linearly with the size of ladder circuits for all three algorithms. So for ladder circuits, both the SP algorithms consistently outperforms DP based algorithm in terms of CPU time. The reason is that sizes of DDDs for representing ladder circuits grow linearly with the sizes of the ladder circuits, that is n [SI, so the time complexities of all three algorithms, O(lDDDl), become O(n). But the DP based algorithm need to take extra efforts to loop through all 0-linked vertices to compute the dominant terms and restore them at each I-edged pointed vertex. Those extra efforts will become significantly when the graph become very deep as with the high section ladder circuits. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
An efficient approach is proposed to generate dominant terms for behavioral modeling of large linear analog circuits. The new algorithm is based on the fact that only a small portion of DDD vertices need to be updated to find a new shortest path when the first one is found. Such incremental updating scheme significantly improve efficiency of generating dominant terms from DDD graphs. Experimental results have demonstrated that the new symbolic term generation algorithm consistently exceeds both pure shortest path based algorithm and dynamic programming based algorithm, the fastest DDDbased term generation algorithm reported so far.
